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1. Background

The excellent features of non-invasive molecular imaging, its progressive technology
(real-time, whole-body imaging and quantification), and global impact by a growing
infrastructure for positron emission tomography (PET) scanners are encouraging prospects
to investigate new concepts which could transform clinical care of complex infectious
diseases. Researchers are aiming towards the extension beyond the routinely available
radiopharmaceuticals, looking for more effective tools that interact directly with causative
pathogens. We were interested in investigating whether the actual use of antibiotics as PET
radiotracers can be successful or might be too much of a challenge.

2. Methods

We systematically reviewed and critically evaluated antibiotic-derived PET radio-
pharmaceutical development efforts aimed at infection imaging either considered for (a)
radiotracer development for infection imaging or (b) radio-antibiotic-based PET imaging thereby
supplementing other tools for pharmacologic drug characterization. Overall, we evaluated a
total of twenty original PET radiotracers derived from eleven different approved antibi-
otics (*listed below). A critical, in-depth assessment was performed, thereby revealing the
challenges and pitfalls reflecting on antibiotics as an input for their radiopharmaceutical
development as infection imaging agents.

3. Results

There are a few shortcomings, making the antibiotic scaffold for radiotracer develop-
ment a questionable choice: (a) the radiolabeling protocol is unable to match with antibiotic
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activity, (b) a risk of compromised tracer sensitivity, (c) the risk of questionable accuracy of
visualizing infectious foci in humans, (d) the detrimental effect of the rampant (often only
prophylactical) use of antibiotics, mismatching radiotracers of antibiotic origin, and (e) the
occurrence of misjudged radiotracer bioavailability and unwanted biodistribution. Our
conceivable strategies or solutions to overcome these pitfalls may therefore include: the
more efficient, early-on usage of computational tests, data libraries or structure-activity-
relationship (SAR) investigations, a proactive disregard for antibiotics with a cumbersome
or predisposed mechanism of action (e.g., selection of molecules showing unique mecha-
nisms of action), pre-emptive action towards the different isotopic mass effect for radiotracer
preparation, opting for radiotracer testing in non-human primates to supplement phase
0 clinical trial safety dossiers, and selecting vectors (for drug-resistant pathogens) that
support target overexpression or genetic redundancy. Particularly burdensome radiotracer
ADME effects may be conquered by the following guidelines: prioritize antibiotics featur-
ing a rapid clearance from high-risk organs for infection, perform candidate selection based
on host-enzymatic and tissue-specific interactions, practice SAR-guided incorporation of a
radiolabeled functional group, contemplate pharmacologically inert delivery systems, and
solely permit radionuclide incorporation into non-cleavable prosthetic groups.

4. Conclusions

We found that antibiotic-derived PET radiotracer development is very scattered and
often represented by single studies, afflicted with incoherent study designs which conse-
quently introduce biases which, in turn, reduces the validity and reliability of otherwise
promising results. However, the high-quality and extensive studies on carbon-11- and
fluoride-18-labeled trimethoprim have sparked a new belief that antibiotics can become
clinically relevant infection imaging agents that facilitate improving disease prognostica-
tion and allow for a more intricate understanding of the mechanisms governing antibiotic
performance and emergence of resistance.

5. *List of PET Radiotracers

(1) [11C]trimethoprim
(2) [18F]FP-trimethoprim
(3) [18F]F-ciprofloxacin
(4) [68Ga]Ga(NOTA-SCN)-ciprofloxacin
(5) [68Ga]Ga(DOTA-SCN)-ciprofloxacin
(6) [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-ciprofloxacin
(7) [18F]FP-ciprofloxacin
(8) [18F]F-lomefloxacin
(9) [18F]F-fleroxacin
(10) [18F]F-trovafloxacin
(11) [11C]isoniazid
(12) 2-[18F]F-isoniazid
(13) [11C]PT70 (Isoniazid analogue)
(14) [11C]PT119 (Isoniazid analogue)
(15) [11C]pyrazinamide
(16) 5-[18F]F-pyrazinamide
(17) [18F]F-linezolid
(18) [76Br]Br-bedaquiline
(19) [11C]rifampin
(20) [11C]erythromycin
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